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 Are you ready to take it to the 
extreme? Torque books thrust you  
into the action-packed world of 
sports, vehicles, mystery, and  
adventure. These books may include 
dirt, smoke, fire, and chilling tales.                           
              : read at your own risk.
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 On December 26, 2004, a powerful 
earthquake set off tsunamis around the 
Indian Ocean. The biggest hit Indonesia. 
Seven-year-old Martunis was in his family’s 
van when the tsunami struck. 
 The incoming wave roared like a jet 
engine. It swept up everything in its path, 
including the van. Martunis lost sight of his 
mom. He would not see her again.
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“The black wave hit our  

minivan, turning us over  

several times before  

I blacked out.” 

-Martunis
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 Martunis drifted in the ocean waves for 
days. He clung to a chair. He ate noodle 
packets and drank bottles of water that 
he found. 
 

“I had no idea where  I was and I was so  hungry and thirsty.”-Martunis

Martunis 
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 Eventually, he washed up on a beach 
where a news crew found him. They were 
shocked to find him alive. More than 
230,000 people had been killed. Soon, 
Martunis was reunited with his father. He 
survived the tsunami!
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You’ve Just Finished your Free Sample 
 

Enjoyed the preview? 
 

Buy:  http://www.ebooks2go.com 
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